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QUESTION 1

A customer has a website that serves an English-speaking market. The customer wants to expand to a German-
speaking market. What should the Business Practitioner recommend to seamlessly create the new website structure? 

A. Use the MSM functionality to create a language copy 

B. Use I18n Translator to create the language copy 

C. Use the MSM functionality to create a Iive copy 

D. Use an External Translation provider to create a language copy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

How should a Business Practitioner integrate Adobe Sensei with AEM for Smart tag feature? 

A. Use Smart Content Service configuration 

B. Use Custom configuration to set up the Integration 

C. Use Adobe Sensei configuration 

D. Use Adobe launch to integrate Adobe Sensei 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A business uses AEM as a Cloud Service. The production pipeline in Cloud Manager Keeps reporting a maintainability
issue during the hot-fix deployment It will take more than 1 business day for the development learn to resolve the
deployment issue. The business wants an immediate resolution. 

What should the Business Practitioner recommend to the development team? 

A. Uncheck Go Live Approval setting in Production Deployment Options and re-run the build 

B. Set Important failure Behavior setting to "Continue immediately\\' and re-run the build 

C. Upload the hot-fix package and install manually via the Package Manager 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A company wants to develop a website that contains interactive and multimedia experiences that will work across all
devices, \\'he Business Practitioner needs to mike sure rich media assets are used without adding too much workload to



asset managers. 

Mow should the Busmen Practitioner meet this requirement? 

A. Use Dynamic Media image presets 

B. Use Dynamic Media smart crop 

C. Use ffmpeg to create all possible renditions 

D. Use a video component 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The editorial manager notices that the content team Is not following the recommended taxonomy and created tag
duplicates in the different places of the tag hierarchy. The editorial manager follows up with the team and asks the
Business Practitioner for the most efficient solution for the duplicates. 

What should the Business Practitioner recommend the editorial manager use? 

A. Merge operation 

B. Move operation 

C. Delete operation 

D. Unpublish operation 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer needs to update their live site when the author triggers any content activation. What should a Business
Practitioner recommend be configured? 

A. Dispatcher Flush Agent 

B. Static Replication Agent 

C. Chain Replication Agent 

D. Reverse Replication Agent 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

A content manager has many assets that the team is working to upload into AEM. Multiple users are responsible for
adding the assets. Each asset must be uploaded only once. 



What should the Business Practitioner update? 

A. Day CQ DAM Create Asset 

B. Digital Rights Management 

C. Asset View Servlet 

D. Day CQ DAM Asset Upload Restriction 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which tool should the Business Practitioner recommend to the content team to manage their team, tasks, and relevant
resources? 

A. Blueprint 

B. Projects 

C. Workflows 

D. Launches 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

A developer plans to use the Text component on its pages. However the out-of-the-box (OOTB) Tex! component does
not allow authors to edit HTML source on the component. How should the developer support HTML source editing? 

A. Extend the COTB Text component and enable the sourceedit Rkh-Text Editor (RTE) plugm. 

B. Create a new clientlib to programmatically handle HTML source >n authoring. 

C. Create a standalone custom Text component and handle HTML source in Sightly. 

D. Edit the OOTB Text component directly to enable sourceedit Rich-Text Editor (RTE) plugin. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A new content author at 3 media company joins a team to manage content taxonomy, me author has been set up as a
new use\\' and must only have the minimum rights for this job. 

Which group should the author be added to m order to meet this requirement? 

A. user-administrators 



B. projects-administrators 

C. tag-administrators 

D. community site content manager 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A product manager wants to Incorporate content that lets users knows where they are in the purchase flow. This feature
needs to be implemented efficiently and as quickly as possible. 

What should the Business Practitioner recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. Use the navigation core component 

B. Use the list core component 

C. Develop a custom purchase flow component 

D. Use the progress bar component 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

A content owner is concerned about violating current license agreements for assets that nave reached their contract end
date. 

The Business Practitioner needs to make sure the published assets get unpublished. Users from the Authors or
Contributors groups should not be able to republish an asset when it reaches Us contract end date. 

Which asset property should the 8usmess Practitioner set? 

A. Off Time 

B. Expires 

C. Usage Terms 

D. isCheckedOut 

Correct Answer: B 
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